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@Richard_Autism

@Keirwales If you do have Sammi Timimi on the podcast,
please could you ask him, what is their response is to the
points around the validity of autism made here:

Redefining Critical Autism Studies: a more inclusive interpretation
(2018). Redefining Critical Autism Studies: a more inclusive interpretation. Disability
& Society: Vol. 33, No. 6, pp. 974-979.

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/09687599.2018.1454380

@Keirwales How co-occurring conditions often present differently inside & outside

autism, due to simultaneously interacting with each other. Surely, there is something

valid there causing co-occurring conditions to present slightly differently?

@Keirwales E.g. anxiety disorders often have different causes for their behaviour in

autism.

Pathological Demand Avoidance: symptoms but not a syndrome
Pathological (or extreme) demand avoidance is a term sometimes applied to
complex behaviours in children within—or beyond—autism spectrum disorder. The
use of pathological demand avoidance as a diagn…

https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanchi/article/PIIS2352-4642(18)30044-0/fulltext
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@Keirwales Also ask Timimi to explain what is behind double empathy problem

research, which suggests social communication issues in autism are due to

breakdown in social interactions between people...

... @Keirwales how non-autistic persons often have issues correctly reading autistic

facial expressions. Autistic persons interact comparably well in autistic to autistic

interactions, as non-autistic persons do in non-autistic to non-autistic interactions.

@Keirwales Such as from here:

https://www.youtube.com/embed/bicSvN71s64

And
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https://www.youtube.com/embed/TSMF_3f0Q0c

And

@Noahsasson please could you link to your research on Double Empathy?

How Easy is it to Read the Minds of People with Autism Spectrum Diso…
How well can neurotypical adults’ interpret mental states in people with ASD?
‘Targets’ (ASD and neurotypical) reactions to four events

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10803-015-2662-8

@Keirwales Please could you ask Timimi what causing these observations, if autism

is not a valid construct?

@Keirwales I accept that Timimi means well and he often has a point. I think he goes

to far in some critique of autism. Others have debated Timimi on this topic before,

like @milton_damian here:

https://blogs.exeter.ac.uk/exploringdiagnosis/debates/debate-1/

Noah Sasson
@Noahsasson

Replying to @Richard_Autism and @Keirwales

Here are a few of our relevant papers: 
 
frontiersin.org/articles/10.33… 
 
journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.117… 
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journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.117…

Social Cognition, Social Skill, and Social Motivation Mi…
Social cognition, social skill, and social motivation have 
been extensively researched and characterized as …

frontiersin.org
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@Keirwales there has been some research into the autistic community by

@DrMBotha which indicates that it helps mitigate the adverse effects of minority

stress.

https://www.youtube.com/embed/Ijap1yOBVd0

@Keirwales This is a link to an overview of Double Empathy Problem and its

research. I can send you a copy of it.

Double Empathy
The double empathy problem (DEP) refers to a “disjuncture in reciprocity between
two differently disposed social actors” who hold different norms and expectations of
each other, such as is common in.…

https://link.springer.com/referenceworkentry/10.1007%2F978-1-4614-6435-8_102273-2

@Keirwales That autistic persons outlooks on autism, tend to be stronger and more

accurate than not autistic persons.

http://www.larry-
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arnold.net/Autonomy/index.php/autonomy/article/view/CO2/html

and (I can send you a copy of this).

Critical Autism Studies
Critical autism studies; Emancipatory autism studies; Transformative autism studies
(Woods et al. 2018) Introduction Critical Autism Studies (CAS) is the only autistic-
led community of practice,...

https://link.springer.com/referenceworkentry/10.1007/978-1-4614-6435-8_102297-2

@Keirwales there should be something valid behind the autism social construct, as in

a tangible way of being human, that leads to these observations. Which I do not think

Timimi appreciates.

On a tangent, I am enjoying the podcasts!

@Keirwales I accept that there appears to be a good case to challenge the validity of

BPD. It is not an area I am fully informed in. I can see why some question that.

@Keirwales I would be interested in there being double empathy problem research in

BPD, seeing if there are similar results occurring or not; especially in relation with

person with BPD to person with BPD, vs non BPD person to non BPD person

interactions.

@Keirwales Sorry for the tangent, Double Empathy Problem research does need

investigating in other populations with hypothesised social interactions/ social

communication issues, such as attributed to Theory of Mind deficits.

@Keirwales Just throwing that out there.

@Keirwales I am aware Theory of Mind is a weak theory and there are difficulties

measuring it.

https://psycnet.apa.org/fulltext/2019-75285-001.html
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What Do Theory-of-Mind Tasks Actually Measure? Theory and Practice…
In recent decades, the ability to represent others’ mental states (i.e., theory of
mind) has gained particular attention in various disciplines ranging from eth...

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/1745691619896607

@Keirwales Likewise the proposed coding issues in PDA of deficits in social identity/

pride/ shame are also problematic; there are doubts that these deficits are valid.

@Keirwales can cognitive theories associated to deficits in social constructs of the

disorders in the DSM-5 & ICD11, also be not valid social constructs?

@DrMBotha @Allison66746425 @milton_damian

I am pretty certain it can be said of coding deficits PDA supposedly has. Newson

needed PDA to have coding issues to fit into her own invented Pervasive

Developmental Coding Disorders grouping.

@Keirwales She was questioning what PDA's coding issues were in 1986, 2 years

before she reified its behaviour profile in 1988.

@Keirwales I often go off on tangents. Autism and PDA, more PDA is my passion/
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special interest/ whichever term you wish to call it.

@threadreaderapp please could you unroll?
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